Welcome to our summer edition of Civitas.
In this issue you will find an update of our April
AGM and the 2008-09 Committee (page 2). Details
are given of our remaining events and more in the
planning stage (page 5). Our Garden Party will,
of course, be the social event of the year (details
below) and a chance to see Matthew’s WW2 airraid shelter! There is an update on Ward’s corner
(page 6) and for the very first time we feature a
work of art painted by a Haringey Sixth Former,
Toyin Ayuba (page 3). Have you ever wondered
about the history of Harringay Ladder? You’ll find
out in John Hinchcliffe’s article (page 4).
Happy Reading!

The structure of the window and the glazing bars are absolutely
vital to understanding the architecture of a building, both in
terms of the date of construction and the style. From the early
19th Century to the early 20th Century, windows went through a
whole series of stylistic changes. The Georgians typically
divided their sash windows into six or eight panes in each
frame though you occasionally come across one with ten. With
advances in technology, the Victorians produced bigger and
bigger panes until each frame each contained just one or two
panes of glass. At the end of the 19th Century, smaller
decorative panes came back into fashion, in Arts and Crafts,
Decorative, and neo-Georgian styles.
All this beautiful complexity is rapidly disappearing under a
tide of uPVC windows in a few standard designs. Aesthetic
considerations often count for nothing. Nationally listed
buildings are prevented from the scourge of uPVC windows by
law. But do we want to live in a country where only a handful
of major buildings retain their original windows while entire
Victorian and Edwardian suburbs lose a huge part of their
character?

THE DEFENESTRATION OF TOTTENHAM
Matthew Bradby

The Georgian Group calls uPVC windows ‘an aesthetic and
environmental nightmare’ and calls for them to be banned from
conservation areas. In the Victorian and Edwardian areas of
A few people have asked lately why I am so against uPVC
Tottenham, there has been a dramatic erosion of original
windows. After all, a lot of us have them and find them very
wooden windows by uPVC double glazing. The same is true of
practicable: a ‘permanent’ solution to maintenance, noise
Wood Green, Walthamstow and Hackney (just look at the old
control and heat loss. Much study has gone into the relative
environmental benefits of uPVC versus wooden windows. The buildings along the A10). Add to this brickwork that is being
buried under paint or render and our built heritage is
disadvantage of wood is that it requires painting every few
years and the paint is noxious. However uPVC releases harmful disappearing under our very eyes. Travel further west, and
suburbs are noticeably better preserved. Crouch End represents
chemicals and warps and buckles over time – it’s not a
almost a uPVC frontier. Do they know something that we
permanent solution. The environmental consensus is now in
don’t? They certainly know a thing or two about enhancing
favour of wood.
property values.
The biggest problem, to my mind, is that the companies who
In the Arts and Crafts influenced Tower Gardens estate (1902install uPVC windows do not respect the style of the original
windows that they are replacing. Even where they try to match 03 onwards), you can see a mixture of small and large panes,
it, the appearance is usually very clumsy and approximate. The sashes and casements, often in the same house. As it is model
housing, the windows are integral to the coherence of the
appearance of the glass itself is often very unsatisfactory. This
overall plan. Houses in the same terrace share the same pattern
results in total degradation of the appearance of historic
Cont. on Page 2
buildings.

TCS Summer Garden Party
All members are invited to our garden party which will be held on the afternoon of
Sunday 10th August from 1pm at 21 Gospatrick Road, Tower Gardens Estate,
Tottenham, London N17 7EH . It will be an informal get-together to meet new
members and discuss TCS interests and issues. Contributions of locally and
ethically sourced food and/or drink will be very much appreciated. Everyone very
welcome including children.
Please RSVP our gracious host, Matthew: mattbradby@hotmail.com ,
020 8352 2354, or to his address (see above).
We look forward to seeing you all.
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of fenestration with their neighbours, repeated at set intervals. It
comprises part of the ‘rhythm’ that the architects used up and
down the streets and is fascinating to observe. For this reason
most of the windows in the Conservation Area are protected by
Article 4 designation – the owners do not have a legal right to
replace them without planning permission. Unfortunately that
doesn’t mean that it doesn’t happen sometimes. In those cases
the Council must take firm action.

The AGM was held on 12th April and was attended by fourteen
members. After a welcome and the agreement of the previous
Minutes, Matthew gave his report. He verbally outlined
activities over the previous 12 months. The Wards Corner
development featured largely in our campaigns along with
inappropriate planning proposals for developing buildings in the
High Road and other building related development giving
concern to the Society.

English Heritage recommends, in the Tower Gardens Repair
and Conservation Guide, rather than replacing existing frames,
owners install secondary glazing or double glazing inside the
property.

Raising the profile of TCS and reinforcing links with other
community groups featured largely. Our programme of walks in
2007 proved very popular and covered a range of interesting
areas and buildings as well as attracting a number of new
members. TCS was represented at a number of events; Haringey
Local History Fair, Tottenham Carnival and Lordship Rec’s
Festival. Letters were written in support of organisations
applying for grants from the Heritage Lottery Fund.

Haringey Council is currently replacing some wooden windows
with double glazed wooden units
in the same style – let’s hope they look as good as the originals.
What can you do?
• Don’t replace with uPVC – repair existing wooden
windows and install secondary glazing internally. Or,
choose a company which installs double glazed
wooden windows in the original style. Fill and paint
existing woodwork to preserve it (summer is a good
time to do this). Most window frames are still rock
solid after more than a hundred years and properly
cared for should last indefinitely. If you live in a listed
building or other historic property, grant money may
be available.
• Alert the Society and the Council if you see what you
believe are protected windows going into a skip.
• Photograph interesting windows and share them with
other members of the Society – we can compile an
archive which could be useful in future to help replace
lost window patterns.
• Politely send double glazing salespersons away with a
flea in their ear if you think their approaches are
unwarranted for your property and tell them why.
For more information:
The Georgian Group:
www.georgiangroup.org.uk/docs/cases/index.php?id=3:62:0:0
The Victorian Society:
www.victorian-society.org.uk/Homeowner/3791/
windows_and_doubleglazing.html
Terms: Sash windows and Casements.
Sash windows are comprised of two wooden frames which
slide vertically up and down in a box, with hidden
counterweights to balance them. They became popular during
the later 17th Century and retained their popularity with builders
until the early 20th.
Casement windows open inwards or outwards from hinges at
the side of the frame. Casement windows pre-dated sashes, but
have remained popular, partly perhaps because they are easier
to construct.
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Two aims for the current year were highlighted; increased
membership to a target of 100 members and the creation of a
website to further publicise the work of TCS.
Two suggestions from members included a need to become
more visibly diverse reflecting the multicultural nature of
Tottenham. Engaging with the Caribbean and Polish
communities would help with this aim. The other suggestion
was to further build on our involvement with community groups.
The Wards Corner campaign has been a good example of this but
further wide- ranging relationships should be possible.
After thanks to the outgoing committee were given, the elections
took place and the 2008-09 Committee members are:
Matthew Bradby
Alison Armour
Joseph Nicholas
Ann Robertson
Joyce Rosser
Rowan Kumar

- Chair
- Vice-Chair
- Secretary
- Treasurer (& Membership Secretary)
- Ordinary Member (& Events Officer)
- Ordinary Member

Matthew welcomed Rowan onto the Committee. He also urged
that members should consider coming onto the Committee. (If
you would like further information on what being a Committee
Member involves, please come along to our next Committee
Meeting -see page 3 for the dates of the next meetings.)
Finally Matthew thanked everyone for attending.

PAINTING OF A DERELICT HERITAGE BUILDING

On a recent tour of the new Haringey Sixth Form Centre,
Tottenham Civic Society members were amazed to discover
this striking painting of the notorious Stowe Villas, located at
97-99 Philip Lane. The TCS members were looking at the
impressive facilities in the art and design department when
they came across some displays of student work. One painting
immediately caught their eye as it showed a pair of derelict
Victorian houses. They recognised them as 97/99 Philip Lane
because TCS has been pushing the Council to take action
against the owner of these properties so that they can be
properly restored.

We subsequently discovered that the painting was the work of
Toyin Ayuba, a 17 year old Tottenham resident and a first year
student at the Sixth Form Centre studying A Levels in Fine Art,
Textiles and Business Studies. He was previously at
Gladesmore Community School. He aims to become a fashion
designer. For an A Level Fine Art project Toyin decided to
focus on urban decay and in particular the derelict buildings
near where he lives. His inspiration was the artist George
Shaw.
Thank you Toyin for letting us use your artwork in Civitas - we
wish you the best of luck with your future studies.

TCS NEEDS YOU!
The TCS committee is looking for more members! Being a member of the committee is not hard work,
it’s fun. It also doesn’t take up much time. People on the committee only volunteer to do jobs they
choose, but if there are more of us, it would be easier!
The next committee meetings will be held at 7.30p.m. on Thursday 10th July
and on Thursday 11th September. Our usual venue is undergoing building work so if you are attending
please phone Ann on 0208 801 9654 to check where the meetings will be held or to give apologies.
All members of the Society are encouraged to come to committee meetings and share their ideas.
The more the merrier!
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THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE HARRINGAY
LADDER
John Hinshelwood
Exactly when the Harringay Ladder became known as the
Ladder is not known, but it is now the popular name for a
development that started out as two estates – the Hornsey
Station estate and the Harringay Park estate – built across the
parkland of the old Harringay House between Green Lanes and
the Great Northern Railway. The majority of the houses on the
two estates stood within the Hornsey Local Board until 1894
and thereafter the Hornsey Urban District Council until 1903
and thereafter Hornsey Borough Council until 1965. However,
the boundary between Hornsey and Tottenham ran through the
estates, close to Green Lanes, so a few houses were in
Tottenham.
Before the Ladder was built, Harringay as a district did not
exist, few buildings stood on Green Lanes apart from the
Queen’s Head and Elm House opposite it. The gates to
Harringay House on Green Lanes also had a couple of houses
opposite them. The New River meandered attractively across
the parkland and, less romantically, the Hornsey Outfall Sewer
also crossed the fields (now traced by the line of Haringey
Passage). The speed of development of the estates made a
deep impression on contemporary observers. Writing in the
Golden Jubilee edition of the Hornsey Journal in 1929, the
editor gave his recollections of the period of change in the
1880s:—
"It was at Harringay that the first great transformation occurred.
There was one large house there — derelict I believe —
surrounded by forlorn acres across which the adventurous could
trespass ... Then came a change. Roads were made and houses
built with feverish activity, and I think I am right in saying that
within twelve months two thousand persons were living where
there had previously been only a deserted and decaying mansion...
Harringay was the scene, I believe, of the first of the big building
operations in the district, of the mass production method, under
which houses came not as single spies but in battalions ..."
This early mass production of houses between 1880 and 1900
was by a succession of builders, some large firms but mostly
small, one-man, enterprises. The two estates were built
separately; Hornsey Station estate started at Turnpike Lane and
developed southwards, Harringay Park estate beginning from
the other end developed northwards. The new houses were to
accommodated artisans and clerks, many of whom needed to
travel into the city to work. Initially there was only one station
at Hornsey, until Harringay Station only opened in 1885 to
meet the needs of the growing population moving into the area.
Arnold Bennett described Hornsey Station in 1911 in his novel
Hilda Lessways.
“A dark torrent of human beings, chiefly men, gathered out of all
the streets of the vicinity, had dashed unceasingly into the
enclosure and covered the long platform with trampling feet.
Every few minutes a train rolled in, as if from some inexhaustible
magazine of trains beyond the horizon, and, sucking into itself a
multitude and departing again, left one platform for one moment
emptying – and the next moment the platform once more filled
by the quenchless stream...”
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The streets were planned and laid out by the British Land
Company which was responsible for their names. Unlike the
streets to the south of the Ladder that all derive their names
from the novels by Benjamin Disraeli, the reason why the
Ladder streets were so named is unclear; one thing is fairly
certain they were not all, if indeed any, named after famous
military or naval personalities. The name of Harringay as a
district does not appear before the late 1890s when new
Hornsey Council divided the whole parish into electoral wards.
The two estates formed North and South Harringay wards
reflecting the local history of the Harringay House. When the
London Borough was formed, in 1965, the new authority
adopted the formal variant of the ancient name of the parish and
manor of Hornsey – Haringey, to distinguish the Borough from
the district, hence the continuing confusion over the spelling of
the name of the district and the Borough. Today the whole of
the Ladder falls within the Tottenham Parliamentary
Constituency.
Harringay is an area that is often overlooked, as it is on the
wrong side of the railway for Hornsey and the wrong side of
Green Lanes for Tottenham, although it gained some notoriety
for gangland murder and protectionism. The entry for Harringay
in Pevsner’s Buildings of England; London 4 North pays little
attention to the district.
“Its only notable buildings are the churches and schools built to
serve the ‘ladder’ of streets north of Finsbury Park, laid out
unimaginatively by the British Land Company in 1880-1 …”
But in an article of 2 March 2000 in the Guardian the area was
said to be an “outbreak of life between Hornsey and
Tottenham”, and described it in an upbeat manner.
“… there’s real graffiti, proper fruit’n’veg shops and ...a
paradise of sorts. ...Everyone wants to live in the peace and
calm of the Harringay Ladder...not least because of the great
Turkish food on offer in the cafes and shops”.
Since then the Ladder has thrived as a vibrant community
between Tottenham and Hornsey and many interesting
buildings dismissed by Pevsner still stand alongside spectacular
new ones such as the St Pauls Church and the new Mosque in
Wightman Road.
©John Hinshelwood, 2008.

VAT ON NEW BUILDINGS AND
RENOVATIONS
Did you know that VAT on new buildings is 5% but on
renovations and repairs to buildings it is 17.5%?
The Civic Trust (to which Tottenham Civic Society is affiliated)
is campaigning for the latter rate to be lowered to 5% to help
bring more empty homes back on to the market, stamp out
rogue builders, make the repair and upkeep of buildings more
affordable for everyone and allow more people to make their
housing energy efficient. It would reduce the number of
situations where it is cheaper to knock down and rebuild than to
restore. For more details of the campaign see
www.cutthevat.co.uk

Tottenham Civic Society Events 2008
NATURAL HISTORY WALK ON
TOTTENHAM MARSHES
Date: 11.00am Sunday 6th July
Walk leader: David Cottridge, Friends of
Tottenham Marshes and Lee Valley Nature
Photographers
The Friends of Tottenham Marshes were formed in 2005 to act
as custodians of the Tottenham Marshes and to create a green
space for the benefit of the local community. We have worked
closely with our Lee Valley ranger to increase the biodiversity
on the marshes by the creation of a wildflower meadow, the
planting of native trees and wild flowers, the making and
locating of nesting boxes for birds and roosting boxes for bats,
and the clearing of invasive vegetation. Our walk will take us
around the northern part of the marshes looking at the natural
history and will include a look at our wildlife meadow that has
produced some spectacular results! Optional visit afterwards to
Ferry Boat Inn.
Meet at entrance of Tottenham Hale tube station.

ST BARTHOLOMEWS CHURCH
Date: 11am Saturday 16th August
Tour leader: Father Charles Card-Reynolds
The Grade II* listed church and Grade II listed vicarage were
built 1903-04 by William Caroe, a leading Arts and Crafts
architect. Cherry and Pevsner commented “A low, homely
building of red brick alongside the road, with shingled spirelet
over the crossing. Full of inventive free Perpendicular detail
and careful craftsmanship typical of Caroe.” Over the past two
years a major restoration of the upper brickwork and some
stone work, sponsored by English Heritage, has been carried
out so now is a very good time to see the church. Further
restoration work on the lower brick work will follow. Father
Card-Reynolds will give a short talk about the history of the
church and its architect and then lead a tour of the building.
Meet by the church entrance in Craven Park Road, South
Tottenham. Seven Sisters tube or South Tottenham Railway
station then walk down the High Road to Craven Park Road.

TCS GENERAL MEETING
Date: Sunday 28th September 2pm to 5pm
at Bruce Castle Museum.
More details about this meeting are to be posted out to members
in the next few weeks. They will also be shown in the September issue of Civitas.

TCS/LONDON OPEN HOUSE EVENT
Date: 10.30am Sunday 21st September
Walk leaders: Matthew Bradby & Joyce Rosser
An architectural walk around Tottenham Green. Further details
will be sent to members and will appear in the next issue of
Civitas.
Meet outside Old Tottenham Town Hall, Town Hall Approach
Road, N15
PLUS we also hope to have an architect-led tour of the new
Bernie Grant Arts Centre (a development of the Grade II listed
Edwardian Baroque former public baths building) and a walk
around Tottenham Cemetery conservation area. Information
will be made available directly the dates for these events are
known.

FEEDBACK
Over 50 people turned up for our first walk in April this year,
from Alexandra Palace to Bruce Castle Museum, which went
through seven conservation areas and nine parks and took in
lots of nationally and locally listed buildings (anyone who
wants the handout let me know). We ended up at Bruce Castle
Museum for refreshments.
A number of points of interest:
1. Half the people on the walk had never been to Bruce Castle
before (including quite a number who live in Haringey)!
2. People were interested in the heritage aspects of the walk and
took copies of the TCS programme
3. There were several people from Wood Green who are interested in forming Wood Green CAAC
4. People commented that they were surprised that the places
didn't look run down. I think they were impressed by the new
street furniture, trees, improvements in parks, lack of graffiti,
etc. - and it wasn't even a sunny day.
Thanks to Helen for showing us the new woodland path in
Lordship Rec and the other improvements in the parks. Thanks
to Deborah and the Museum staff.
For further information contact Joyce Rosser, TCS Events
Organiser, 020 8347 7684 jrosser@lineone.net.
Thank you to Joyce Rosser for expending a lot of time and
energy to provide us with a varied selection of educational,
informative and entertaining events.
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WARDS CORNER -- The Latest Developments
Joseph Nicholas
Two diametrically opposed planning applications have now
been submitted for the redevelopment of the Wards Corner
site. On the one hand we have the first tranche of the
community plan, to restore and enhance the High Road
frontage and begin the first phase of opening up the space
behind it via the creation of a glazed colonnade as the prelude
to the redevelopment for the community of the whole Wards
Corner site and on the other hand the Grainger proposal to
demolish everything in the block bounded by the High Road,
Seven Sisters Road, Suffield Road and West Green Road and
erect what is described as a "mixed use development" which
would include two seven-storey blocks of flats, a shopping
mall, and a gated private garden at second-floor level.

request a month beforehand. So you can imagine the surprise
of the WCC deputation, and the small army of WCC supporters
who filled the public gallery, when they found on arrival that
the council had also agreed to hear a counter-deputation in
favour of the Grainger proposals, but for which no signatures
of support appeared to have been gathered and no advance
request made. Concerns were heightened when it became clear
that the counter-deputation would be led by the chair of The
Bridge NDC, which is reported to have advanced a substantial
sum of money to Grainger but who failed to identify his role
until pressed to do so by opposition councillors. But the WCC
presentation had the edge: fluent, confident, comprehensive,
fully briefed. The NDC chair's performance, by contrast, was
lamentable.

What happens now? At the time of writing, both planning
applications have still to be considered by the planning subcommittee, which is as yet untimetabled. However, the
As TCS has argued previously, and as the documents
Grainger proposal has attracted a very large number of
submitted in support of the application prove -- go to
objections, by both concerned residents and statutory
www.haringey.gov.uk and search through the planning
organisations -- the London Fire and Civil Defence Authority,
application pages for reference HGY/2008/030 -- the Grainger for instance, considers that the gated private garden would
proposals are out of line with the planning brief adopted by the make access to the block of flats in emergencies very difficult
Council in January 2004, are not the imaginative "landmark
and therefore that it should be deleted from the plans: a
gateway" to Tottenham for which it calls, and is reminiscent of redesign which would effectively require Grainger to start
the high-rise developments of the 1960s and 1970s which are
again. But perhaps the most damning objection comes from
generally acknowledged to have failed and from which
English Heritage, which (although it has twice declined to
developers and local authorities have largely turned away. And consider the former Wards Department Store building for
as if that wasn't enough, the architectural scheme is
national listing) says that "By virtue of the removal of the
unimaginative and the building design bland and unattractive,
existing street plan and all buildings of any historic note the
contributing to a sense that the development is of a mechanical new development does not enforce the sense of place or local
rather than a human nature and thus not one for which its users characteristics, [and] as such it cannot be considered to
or inhabitants are likely to feel any sense of ownership or
enhance the conservation area. The overall impact would
affection.
necessitate de-designation of this portion of the conservation
area. As such English Heritage is unable to consider the
In late February, the Wards Corner Community Coalition
approach as acceptable on the grounds that the historic
(known for short as WCC) organised a public meeting at
environment is neither preserved nor enhanced nor are we
CONEL (at Tottenham Green) to discuss both plans, which
convinced that the approach will provide the proposed change
was attended by an estimated 300-350 people -- about double
in perception essential for such a scheme to have a long term
what the organisers were actually expecting, and meaning that positive impact on the area."
for those arriving late it was literally standing room only, since
CONEL didn't have enough spare chairs. The ward councillors Watch this space!
who were also present appeared seriously impressed by the size
of the turn-out -- as they were by the turnout for the
It is decision time for Wards Corner on 24th July at a special
Development Control Forum (DCF) for both planning
planning committee. Fingers crossed it is the right decision!
applications organised by the council's planning department on
the very eve of the Easter holiday, again at CONEL, which
despite its timing attracted around a hundred people. But the
Quote:
mood of the audience was much darker: whereas the WCC
"What I believe is important about community architecture is
public meeting had sought to celebrate community
that it has 'shown' ordinary people that their views are worth
involvement and community ideas, the DCF was notable for
having; that architects and planners do not necessarily have
the hostility expressed towards the Grainger proposals.
the monopoly of knowing what is best about taste, style and
planning; that they need not be made to feel guilty or ignorant
The DCF was followed a fortnight later by a WCC deputation
if their natural preference is for the more 'traditional designs';
to a full council meeting. A deputation is a means by which a
for a small garden, for courtyards, arches and porches".
group of residents can raise an issue of concern to them,
Prince Charles speaking at the 150th anniversary dinner for
usually by making a short speech about it and then answering
RIBA, 30th May 1984. (Over 20 years ago but still so true).
questions from the councillors, and for a deputation to be
Good on him!
acceptable to the council those leading it have to collect a
minimum number of signatures of support and submit their
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KEEP F.A.I.T.H.
Janet Harris - Editor of AUTISM US
The subject of this article is the F.A.I.T.H Plant Centre in
Wolves Lane at Wood Green. As you may be aware, this is
under threat of closure since Livability, the charity currently
funding F.A.I.T.H, have given notice that they are
withdrawing their financial support from the end of August.
Haringey Council, the owners of the site have, so far, not
uttered even a batsqueak about funding from September
onwards; or whether they have someone else in prospect to
take over, or whether they will fund F.A.I.T.H themselves. All
is silence. There is the possibility that Haringey will close
F.A.I.T.H to save money.
This is most worrying, not only for those who buy plants from
F.A.I.T.H or make use of its unique facilities such as the Palm
House or the cafe. The major concern is for those with
Learning Difficulties (LD) who work there, some of whom
work in the greenhouses rearing plants and shrubs for
Haringey's parks and open spaces and also to sell to the
general public. Others with LD run the Green Pepper cafe,
which provides not only light refreshments but hot meals also.
The age range for the people with LD at F.A.I.T.H is from the
young adult to the middle aged and elderly. Those more able
are encouraged to study for a qualification in horticulture.
Whatever their ages or abilities, F.A.I.T.H is a lifeline which,
if snatched away, will leave those with LD with nothing.
Nothing to do and nowhere to go, except stay indoors
watching TV. Soul destroying!!! The prospect of their finding
alternative employment is minimal. Another aspect of those
with LD working at F.A.I.T.H is the break their parents/carers
are given for the few hours daily when they can have a
necessary respite from caring.
As the grandmother of two young people with LD, a friend
and I have decided to start campaigning to "Keep F.A.I.T.H",
which will be our slogan. To begin we presented today to the
Deputy Head of Local Democracy a request for a deputation to
be received at the Council Meeting on 14th July. We mustered
up more than the minimum 10 signatures, so myself and my
friend will be in the Council Chamber, speaking out with
others for the people with LD in our midst.
The purpose of this long ramble is that we will be devising a
petition to distribute to obtain as many signatures as possible.
This will be done within the next week and posted to those
who would be willing to help save F.A.I.T.H and the
employment of those with LD, all of whom are covered by
various Disability Discrimination Acts and the Human Rights
Act, neither of which appear to be on the Council's agenda at
the moment.
Should you wish to assist us, please e-mail or write (see
addresses below) your name with your contact details so we'll
be able to send out copies to those who are interested and who
can get petitioning a.s.a.p. Friends, relatives, neighbours, all
will be grist to the mill.

We are planning a demonstration outside the Civic Centre
prior to the Council meeting on 14th July, so the more of you
that can attend the better, and the more noise we can make the
better! F.A.I.T.H folks with LD, and others outside in the same
situation, deserve the very best we can do for them, they must
not be thrown on the scrap heap to rot. This is our chance to
make a huge difference to the lives of all these vulnerable
people.
I hope you will join us and look forward to hearing from you.
Janet can be contacted at harrisdoll@btinternet.com or write
to: Keep FAITH, PO Box 25687, London N17 6FW

CAN I PLEASE ASK FOR YOUR HELP?
Alan Stanton
On my regular walks round Tottenham, I've noticed an
increasing number of damaged phone cabinets. Usually it's
broken locks with doors left open for rain and litter to get in.
I talked to one Virgin Media engineer who I saw repairing
cables in a cabinet. He told me that, apart from random
vandalism, they now have a problem of people stealing metal
doors and even cables - as these have a resale value.
If you notice your nearby TeleWest / Virgin Media cabinet is
open or damaged, you can help by notifying them. The
simplest and quickest way is to email very briefly
describing the problem and location - e.g. "broken door
cabinet outside 123 Anystreet London N17"
cabinet.plant@telewest.co.uk
Or phone this number: 0870 888 3116, Press '1' for cabinets
and you can speak to a person.

LAST CHANCE. . .
. . . for those who have not renewed their TCS
subscription to do it now and continue receiving
Civitas. There is a form on the last page of this
issue that can be used to send payment. Our
membership year starts in April and ends in March.
We rely on Membership fees and donations to pay
for the production and postage for Civitas, letters
about meetings and other issues and the general
running costs of TCS.
If you have already paid your subscription or have
recently joined TCS, please disregard this
reminder.
Please contact our Membership Secretary, Ann, on
0208 801 9654 if you have any queries.
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MARMALADE CAFE

LORDSHIP REC FAIR

Janet Harris & Ann Robertson

Following on from last year's successful 3,000-strong
This is a new cafe, near Bruce Castle Park and Museum, selling community festival we are planning another on Saturday
wholesome and delicious home-cooked food.It’s run by Diaina, September 13th. This year's will be a celebration of our success
in getting the Lottery to back the restoration and regeneration of
who used to supply the Museum with yummy cakes and
the Rec! As with last time, it will be overseen by the Lordship
refreshments at the weekends. We forced ourselves to try out
Rec Users Forum, and organised collectively through open
the cafe and we are more than happy to testify to the pleasant
meetings of the organisations actively taking part in the event.
meal we enjoyed there.
Open: 8-6 Mon-Fri and 9-5 on Saturdays. Closed Sunday.
Address: 40 Lordship Lane, N17 8NS (next door but one to
Bruce Castle Park gates and almost opposite the Magistrates'
Court). Marmalade's number is 020 8808 9111
E-mail: info@marmalad.co.uk

%

SUBSCRIPTION

I/we would like to join the Tottenham Civic Society (TCS).
Annual membership will provide four quarterly copies of the
TCS newsletter CIVITAS and the opportunity to participate
in ventures undertaken by TCS to promote and preserve the
interests of Tottenham’s history and future.
I/we enclose a cheque for the following amount:
£5 unwaged, students and retired

Current news is that things are going very well, with an
increasing amount of activities being planned, funding being
raised, and growing interest in the event in local communities.
If you can help in any way, or have additional ideas for
activities or funding etc, contact:
Dave Morris
Chair, Lordship Rec Users Forum
dmorris@onetel.com 8211 0916

FOOD CO-OP
Interested in affordable fresh, UK-grown fruit and veg?
Sustainable Food and Trial Food Co-op Day
Saturday 19 July, 12 noon to 5 pm
Broadwater Farm Community Centre
1 Adams Road, London N17 6HE

£10 individuals
£7.50 per person with two or more members in the same
household
£15 for organisations with under 100 members
£20 for organisation with over 100 members
Name……………………………………………
Organisation (if applicable) …………………………..
Address & postcode …………………………………..
…………...……………………………………
Tel…………………………………………
Email………………………………………………
Do you want to join the TCS email network?
Yes

No
Please make cheques payable to:

Sustainable Haringey, working with the Back to Earth
project and the Broadwater Farm Community Centre, want
to set up a co-op to buy and sell quality food at fair prices. .
From September 2008, the co-op will sell fresh produce and
young plants – supplied directly from organic suppliers, local
allotments, back gardens and community gardens. You’ll be
able to buy the quantities you want, small or large.
The co-op will also sell things like organic oils, flour, and rice.
We’ll try to follow the example of many food co-ops around
Britain that buy in bulk so it’s cheaper than the shops, and split
the food into packs suitable for one household. Many of these
goods will be organic but some sourced from abroad.
If you have produce to sell, we’d like to hear from you. Sell us
not just fruit and veg, but jam, bottled fruit, local honey, and
pickles. Also vegetable plants in trays or pots.
Enquiries about sales (or anything else!) to:
tottenhamfoodcoop@yahoo.co.uk
or Anne Gray on: 07791 904375
or Martin Burrows at Back To Earth Projects, on:
07831 219032

The Tottenham Civic Society
And send them to:
TCS, 61, Durban Road, Tottenham, N17 8ED
Thankyou
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THANK YOU
To all contributors of this issue of Civitas. Did you enjoy
reading it? Have you any comments to makes about anything
you have read? We would like to hear from you with any
suggestions, articles and information. Contact Ann on: 0208
801 9654 or by e-mail: Robbotwix@aol.com

